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ABSTRACT

The fatigue analysis of wind turbine components typically depends on the use of representative samples of stress histories to predict the fatigue load spectrum on the turbine during its lifetime. A generalized fitting technique, developed by Winterstein and Lange [1,2], has been shown to be particularly useful for matching the body of the distribution of fatigue stress cycles on a turbine component and for extrapolating the tail of the distribution to remove the artificial truncation of large amplitude cycles that is inherent in finite data samples. The numerical algorithms developed by Winterstein and Lange, with a series of pre- and post-processing algorithms, have been incorporated into the LIFE2 fatigue analysis code for wind turbines. This report describes the algorithms incorporated into the code and their numerical implementation. Example problems are used to illustrate typical inputs and outputs.
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INTRODUCTION

The analysis of component fatigue lifetime for a wind energy conversion system (WECS) requires that the component load spectrum be formulated in terms of stress cycles. Typically, these stress cycles are obtained from time series data using a cycle identification scheme such as the "rainflow" counting algorithm. As discussed by many authors [e.g., see Ref. 3], the matrix or matrices of cycle counts that describe the stresses on a turbine are constructed from relatively short, representative samples of time series data. The ability to correctly represent the long-term behavior of the distribution of stress cycles from these representative samples is critical to the analysis of service lifetimes.

Several techniques are currently used to convert representative samples to the lifetime cyclic loads on the turbine. Many designers simply scale the sample loads with time. They note that these limited time measurements or simulations define the main body of the distribution, and assume that they capture all of the necessary loads on the turbine to define its service lifetime. Other designers note that the infrequent occurrences of high-stress events contained in the "tail of the distribution" are affected by the specific data set, and that the distribution tails fill in as more and more data are added to the record. They note that the existence of a "high stress tail" on the distribution has significant influence on the predicted service lifetime of the turbine, and they believe that it must be well defined for an accurate fatigue analysis of a wind turbine. The latter group of designers typically extrapolate from the body of the cycle count distribution into this tail region.

Winterstein and Lange [1] and Winterstein, Lange and Kumar [2] recently developed a set of fitting algorithms that is particularly useful for matching the body of the distribution of fatigue stress cycles on a turbine component. Their technique optimally retains the statistical information of the high-level response data by distorting a parent distribution to fit the first four statistical moments of the data. Importantly, this enables the technique to distort the parent distribution when the data indicate that tail behavior differs from the parent distribution. Three parent distributions are currently available in their fitting algorithms: the Gaussian, the Weibull and the Gumbel distributions.

The Weibull distribution is of particular importance to wind turbine applications because it contains, as special cases, both the exponential and Rayleigh distributions, i.e., the two primary classes of distributions that have been applied to wind turbine cyclic loads data in the past [4,5,6]. Moreover, Winterstein and Lange [1] and Sutherland and Veers [7] have demonstrated that the four-moment Weibull distribution effectively matches wind turbine field data.

This "generalized fitting technique" is now incorporated into the LIFE2 fatigue/fracture analysis code for wind turbines [8]. In this paper, we provide an overview of the fitting algorithms and describe the pre- and post-count algorithms developed to permit their use in the LIFE2 code [9,10]. Complete descriptions of the algorithms and the numerical techniques implemented into the LIFE2 code are contained in Refs. 1 and 2. After a brief overview of these algorithms, typical case studies are used to illustrate the use of the
technique for the cyclic loads on various turbine components. Appendix A is used to illustrate the typical inputs and outputs for the LIFE2 code for one of the examples.

GENERALIZED FITTING ALGORITHM

Typically, the tails of distributions that are found in nature are difficult to infer from the bodies of the distributions, because the tails are often found to differ even when the bodies are similar. The differences are due to behavioral changes that occur when the most severe environments are encountered (e.g., due to nonlinearities, or the initiation of a different mode of response). This causes a skewing, or distortion of the tail from what might be found in a standard distribution model.

Winterstein and Lange [1,2] have introduced a technique that optimally retains the statistical information of the high-level response data. Their generalized fitting technique distorts one of three parent distributions to fit the first four statistical moments of the data. Most distribution models use only the first two moments. Fitting to the higher moments of the distribution enhances the fit to the largest values in the data. Thus, this fitting technique distorts the parent distribution when the data indicate that tail behavior differs from the parent distribution. The spread of the distribution is particularly important in fatigue analyses.

For wind turbine blade applications, the extrapolation of representative data samples to lifetime cyclic loads has emphasized exponential [4] or Rayleigh [5] distributions. In fact, both the exponential and Rayleigh are just special cases of the more general Weibull distribution. Weibull distributions can model a wide range of behaviors with two parameters to describe the central tendency of the distribution (i.e., the body of the distribution) and the spread of the distribution (i.e., the tail of the distribution). With its versatility and the previous emphasis that has been placed on its use, a generalized Weibull fit will be used exclusively in the examples presented here. However, we should note that the Gaussian and the Gumbel distribution are also available in the LIFE2 code for fitting distributions that do not fall within the typical Weibull parent distribution.

IMPLEMENTATION

The LIFE2 computer code is a fatigue/fracture analysis code specifically designed for the analysis of wind turbine components [8, 9, and 10]. It is a PC-compatible FORTRAN code that is written in a top-down modular format with a user friendly, interactive interface. In this numerical formulation, an “S-n” fatigue analysis is used to describe the initiation, growth and coalescence of micro-cracks into macro-cracks. A linear, “da/dn” fracture analysis is used to describe the growth of a macro-crack.

---

1The i\textsuperscript{th} moment of a distribution equals the average value of the difference between each value and the mean value of the distribution raised to the i\textsuperscript{th} power.
In the LIFE2 formulation, the cyclic stresses imposed on the turbine component are characterized by a series of cycle count matrices. Each matrix describes the stress cycles imposed upon the turbine during one phase of its operation. In general, the cycle count matrices are a two-dimensional matrix of cycle counts. Within each matrix, each stress cycle is characterized by its mean and by its alternating component (either range or amplitude). The cycle count matrices are divided into three groups by the LIFE2 code. The first set describes the stresses on the turbine during normal operation, the second describes transient events (as starting and stopping the turbine), and the third describes wind loads on the turbine when the turbine is not in operation. The fitting algorithm may be used to fit any of the cycle count matrices used by the code to compute service lifetimes.

The algorithms described in this report only fit the alternating stress component of the cycle count matrix. The dependence of the cycle count matrix on the mean stress is removed by summing the cycle counts that are characterized by a single alternating stress bin over all means; i.e., if the initial distribution of cycle counts is given by \( N[(\sigma_a)_i,(\sigma_m)_j] \), where \( N \) is the number of cycle counts in each bin of an I by J matrix, \((\sigma_a)_i\) characterizes the \( i^{th} \) alternating component bin and \((\sigma_m)_j\) characterizes the \( j^{th} \) mean component bin, then the distribution of the alternating component \( \bar{N}[(\sigma_a)_i] \) is given by:

\[
\bar{N}[(\sigma_a)_i] = \sum_{j=1}^{J} N[(\sigma_a)_i,(\sigma_m)_j] \quad [1]
\]

This distribution is assumed to have a constant mean stress equal to average mean stress of the original distribution. Thus, the resulting one-dimension vector (matrix) characterizes each stress cycle only by its alternating component.

Appendix A provides a detailed description of the "Example Session" that was used to curve fit the edgewise data analyzed in this section of the paper.

**Typical Data**

To facilitate this discussion, cycle count matrices from the NPS 100-kW horizontal axis wind turbine will be used in this description of the LIFE2 algorithms. This data set was collected under the auspices of the NREL Cooperative Research Program on the NPS 100-kW turbines in Altamont Pass, California [11]. The NPS turbine is a two-bladed, upwind, teetering hub design utilizing full-span hydraulic passive pitch control, see Fig. 1. A
plot of a typical operational cyclic stress matrix for the edgewise blade stresses is shown in Figure 2. A plot of the flapwise blade stresses is shown in Figure 3 (These figure were created with the plotting package that is available in the LIFE2 package, see Appendix B). Typical alternating stress cycle count plots for the flapwise and edgewise loads are shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. In the "generalized Weibull plots" of these data, see Figures 6 and 7, the cumulative density function (CDF) for the distribution is plotted against the log of the stress range. In this form, the vertical scale of the plot has been distorted in such a way that any Weibull distribution will plot as a straight line [3].
Figure 4. Typical Alternating Stress Cycle Counts for the 100-kW NPS Wind Turbine, Edgewise Bending Moment.

Figure 5. Typical Alternating Stress Cycle Counts for the 100-kW NPS Wind Turbine, Flatwise Bending Moment.
Figure 6. Generalized Weibull Plot of the Alternating Stress Cycle Counts for the 100-kW NPS Wind Turbine, Edgewise Bending Moment.

Figure 7. Generalized Weibull Plot of the Alternating Stress Cycle Counts for the 100-kW NPS Wind Turbine, Flapwise Bending Moment.
Preprocessing Algorithms

For the purposes of this discussion, we will assume that the cycle count matrices have been generated previously. These matrices may come from any source, e.g. rainflow counted time series data or frequency synthesized data, as long as they are in the standard LIFE2 file format for the cycle count matrices [9].

The fitting process starts in the LIFE2 code by leading the analyst through a series of menus to choose the cycle count matrix to be analyzed (see Appendix A). Once the matrix has been chosen, the analyst may display a graph of the alternating stress components from that matrix to aid in the selection of the processing parameters.

For this example, we will use the edgewise and the flapwise data described above.

Parent Distribution: Once the matrix for analysis is chosen, the analyst is asked to choose the parent distribution for the fitting process. One of three choices for the parent distribution is permitted: Gaussian, Weibull or Gumbel. As noted above, a Weibull parent distribution will be used exclusively in the examples presented here.

Lower Bound: The analyst is then asked to choose a lower bound for the fit. The lower bound for the curve fit may be chosen anywhere in the distribution. For a typical single mode distribution of stress cycles, see the flapwise data shown in Figures 3, 5 and 7; the lower bound is typically chosen to avoid the large number of cycle counts at the relatively low stress levels. Sensitivity studies conducted by the authors indicate that the lower bound chosen for this case does not significantly change the fit. For these data, a lower bound of 3 MPa was chosen by the authors. The curve fit to these data is shown in Figures 8 and 9.

Figure 8. Curve Fit to the Flatwise Bending Moment for the 100-kW NPS Wind Turbine.
When the distribution of stress cycles is bi-modal, as shown in Figure 4, the lower bound becomes very important. The algorithm used here will fit only a single mode of the distribution. In this case, the lower bound should be chosen at or above 8 MPa. The consequences of choosing a smaller lower bound are shown in Figures 10 and 11, where the curve fitting algorithm has tried to fit both modes, and does not fit either one very well. Also shown in the figure is the curve fit to the data above 8 MPa.

**Truncation:** As noted in Sutherland and Butterfield [3], designers use various techniques to extrapolate the high stress tail of the cycle count distribution. While some designers use the entire extrapolated distribution of load cycles, others question the magnitude of the loads predicted by extrapolation techniques. They feel that the extraordinarily high loads predicted by these techniques have no basis in fact. As this debate began relatively recently, its outcome remains in question. To allow for either viewpoint, the analyst is asked to input a value above which this extrapolation is truncated (this truncation factor as a multiple of the RMS of the distribution being fit). By choosing a large value, the distribution will be truncated at a level where the damage is negligible. The analyst may choose to truncate the distribution at any other level considered prudent. The damage density plots available in the LIFE2 code may be used to determine the importance of the truncation [8, 9].
Figure 10. Curve Fit to the Edgewise Bending Moment for the 100-kW NPS Wind Turbine.

Figure 11. Generalized Weibull Plot of the Curve Fit to the Edgewise Bending Moment for the 100-kW NPS Wind Turbine
The Fitting Algorithm

Based on the parameters supplied above, the generalized fitting technique is applied to the data in the chosen cycle count matrix. To incorporate this algorithm into the LIFE2 code required that the original numerical algorithm developed by Winterstein and Lange [1] be modified to accept binsed data.

The original input to the Winterstein and Lange algorithms requires that each stress cycle be characterized by its magnitude (range or amplitude). As the data in the cycle count matrices have been "binsed," the exact magnitude of each cycle is not retained; rather, its magnitude has been bounded within the range of its bin. For the LIFE2 analysis, the magnitude of each stress cycle is assumed to be at the average (the middle) of its respective bin. Each cycle in each bin is input into the Winterstein and Lange algorithms. These algorithms return the CDF for the fitted distribution. This CDF must be processed before it can be used in the LIFE2 analysis.

Post-Processing Algorithms

The final algorithms in the fitting routine for the LIFE2 code replace the original distribution of cycle counts with the fitted distribution.

Low Stress Cycles: In the technique used here, all stress cycles below the lower bound that have been input by the operator (see above), are left unchanged by the fitting process. As shown graphically in the comparison of Figures 2, 3, 12 and 13 both the mean stress values and the alternating stress value are maintained. Typically these cycles are not important in the fatigue calculation. We have chosen to leave them in the matrix to ensure that their damage contribution is not overlooked by the analysis. Keeping them does not significantly increase computation times, although it does slightly decrease the resolution in the tail of the distribution.

Fig. 12. Generalized Weibull Curve Fit to the Edgewise Bending Moment for the 100-kW NPS Wind Turbine.
Fig. 13. Generalized Weibull Curve Fit to the Flapwise Bending Moment for the 100-kW NPS Wind Turbine.

**Total Number of Cycles:** The CDF returned by the fitting algorithms is a normalized fit that must be converted to actual cycle counts before it can be used by the LIFE2 code. For this conversion, the LIFE2 code automatically determines the total number of stress cycles above the "lower bound" before the fitting procedure is initiated. This total number of stress cycles, \( N_{\text{cycle}} \), is assumed to remain unchanged by the fitting process. Thus, we have assumed that *total number of cycles before and after the fit remains constant.*

**Binned Data:** As noted above, the LIFE2 code uses binned data in its analysis procedure. To convert the CDF and \( N_{\text{cycle}} \) to binned cycle counts, the LIFE2 code automatically sets up a uniform series of bins based on the lower bound input parameter and the truncation parameter. If the \( i^{th} \) bin has a upper bound stress of \((\sigma_u)_i\) and a lower bound of \((\sigma_u)_{i-1}\), which is equal to \((\sigma_u)_{i-1}\), then the number of cycle counts \( n_i \) equals:

\[
    n_i = N_{\text{cycle}} \{ \text{CDF}[(\sigma_u)_i] - \text{CDF}[(\sigma_u)_{i-1}] \} .
\]

**Mean Stress Level:** As the fitting technique does not maintain the distribution of stress cycles with mean stress, the algorithm computes the average mean stress of all of the cycles above the lower bound. All cycle counts contained in the curve fit are taken to be at this average mean stress value, see Figures 12 and 13.

**Summary:** The post-processing algorithms are executed by the code without intervention from the analyst. Once completed, the analyst may then plot the new
distribution of cycle counts, see Appendix B, process another matrix with the fitting technique, or continue other operations with the code.

**Another Example**

The Sandia 34-meter diameter, Darrieus vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT), see Fig. 14, is a variable speed turbine that has been operated at fixed speeds throughout its operating range of 28 to 38 rpm and in a true variable speed mode. The turbine is located near Bushland, Texas. Its blades are made from extruded aluminum. A typical cycle count distribution for the flatwise bending is shown with the generalized Weibull curve fit in Figures 15 and 16.

![Fig. 14. The Sandia 34-m Test Bed Turbine.](image)

**Figure 15.** Comparison of Rainflow Counted Stress Cycles and the Generalized Weibull Fit for the Sandia 34-m VAWT.
Sutherland and Veers [7] analyzed data records from the upper root of this turbine to predict the service lifetime. In their analysis, the operational stress states were determined using both time series data and frequency synthesized data. The frequency synthesis analyses are used here to evaluate the generalized fitting technique’s ability to extrapolate the tail of a typical wind turbine cycle count distribution.

As noted by Sutherland and Veers [7], the frequency domain analysis permits the synthesis of very long time series data to fill the population of the stress distribution in the high-stress region; thus, the technique simulates the effect of having longer data samples. The histogram shown in Figures 17 and 18 compares the cycle counts from approximately 700 seconds of time data to the cycle counts obtained from over 2,700,000 seconds of synthesized time series data and the generalized Weibull fit to the 700 seconds of data. As shown in Figure 18, the curve fit to the 700 seconds of data diverges from the frequency synthesized data in the tail of the distribution, i.e., above a range of approximately 50. As the 700-second data block contains only a single count in this high range, the curve fit has extrapolated the body of the distribution beyond statistically significant data. The comparison to the 2,700,000 seconds of synthesized data indicates that the extrapolation contains too few cycle counts in the tail of the distribution. As noted by several authors [1, 3 and 7], the poor quality of the extrapolation is probably a result of the relatively short length of the rainflow-counted data block (i.e., the data does not contain a sufficient number of stress cycles in the tail of the distribution to be statistically significant). Thus, the extrapolation is consistent with the information contained in the short data block and should not be expected to be a replacement for more data.
Figure 17. Comparison of the Frequency Synthesized Stress Cycle Distribution to the Rainflow Counted Stress Cycles and the Generalized Weibull Fit for the Sandia 34-m VAWT.

Figure 18. Generalized Weibull Plot of the Frequency Synthesized Stress Cycle Distribution to the Rainflow Counted Stress Cycles and the Generalized Weibull Fit for the Sandia 34-m VAWT.
To determine if the fitting routine would do better if additional data were available, the code was used to fit a 10,200 second data block that was obtained using frequency synthesis techniques. The comparison, shown in Figure 19, illustrates that the extrapolation from 10,200 seconds is significantly more consistent with the 2,700,000 seconds of data than it is with the extrapolation from 700 seconds of data.

![Generalized Weibull Plot of the Frequency Synthesized Stress Cycle Distributions for the Sandia 34-m VAWT.](image)

**CONCLUDING REMARKS**

As demonstrated in the examples cited above and in Winterstein and Lange [1], the generalized Weibull technique can fit a variety of distributions of fatigue stress cycles for wind turbines. These fits are very good in the body of the distribution, where ample data is available, and permit an extrapolation to the tail of the distribution, where ample data are not available.

The generalized Weibull technique is an important tool in the fatigue analysis of wind turbines. This technique, with its pre- and post-processing algorithms, is now incorporated into the LIFE2 fatigue analysis code for wind turbines.
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APPENDIX A

EXAMPLE SESSION WITH TYPICAL RESULTS

This volume is the sixth in a series of Reference/User's Manuals for the LIFE2 code. The other 5 volumes are listed as References 9, 10, 12, 13 and 14. This section of the paper assumes that the reader has the other volumes available for reference.

Documenting Units

The LIFE2 code is unit insensitive. The user must assure that compatible units are used throughout the calculation. The code will ask for the units being used in the calculation so that they may be documented in the data files. As this module uses the rainflow algorithm already contained in the LIFE2 code, the output of the computational module will produce rainflow counts based on either the RANGE (peak-to-peak) or the AMPLITUDE (half range) of the stress cycle.

Operator Inputs

The following is an example session using the curve fitting algorithms that have been incorporated into the LIFE2 code. The data and fits for Northern Power edgewise data, cited above, will be used in this example.

In the example, LIFE2 code prompts are written in bold letters. The operator's responses to the prompts are written in italics.

Access

Starting at the Main Menu, the curve fitting routine is accessed via the Stress State Module. The current version of the LIFE2 code is 3.07.

LIFE2 -- Version 3.07

>>> Main Menu <<<

The options at this level are

1) Enter the Wind Spectrum
2) Enter the Constitutive Properties
3) Enter the Stress States
4) Enter the Operational Parameters
5) Calculate the Life of a WECS Component
9) Exit Life2 Code

Enter the number of the desired option.>3
Then, for any of the three classes of Stress States:

>>> Stress State Menu <<<

This menu allows the operator to select which type of stress matrix to input.

The options at this level are

1) Enter Operational Stresses
2) Enter Buffeting Stresses
3) Enter Start/Stop Stresses

9) Return to Main Menu

Enter the number of the desired option.

In this example, we will use the operational stresses for the edgewise bending stresses of the Northern Power turbine. The Buffeting and Start/Stop Stresses Menus are similar.

>>> Operational Stresses Menu <<<

This option allows the operator to input the operational stresses for a wind turbine.

The current Operational Stress Data Base in operational memory is NPS Data; Ch 3 - Root Edgewise Bending; 3Jun92
The stress units for this file are: MPa
The wind speed units for this file are: m/s

The options at this level are

1) Retrieve data from the Operational Stresses Library
2) Input Tabular Operational Stress Data
3) Calculate New Operational Stress Data
4) Process Limited Time Data
5) Plot an Operational Stress Data File
6) Change Units of Wind Speed and/or Stress
7) Add a Data File to the Operational Stresses Library
8) Delete a Data File from the Operational Stresses Library

9) Return to the Stress State Menu

Enter the number of the desired option.
Curve Fitting from the Limited Time Data Menu

We chose to process the "Limited Time Data contained in the current operational stresses calculational file that is identified by its Header as "NPS Data; Ch 3 - Root Edgewise Bending; 3Jun92." The other reference manuals describe how to change this file to another and the other options in the Menu.

The options at this level are

1) Rainflow Count Time Series
2) Rainflow Count from Frequency Spectra
3) Curve Fit Limited Time Data
9) Return to the Operational Stress Menu

Enter the number of the desired option.>3

Rainflow counting is covered in References 15 and 16. The analysis of spectral data is covered in Ref. 17. Here, we use the curve fitting algorithms by choosing option 3.

Is the data to be fitted in the current ops.cal file?

Y

All "yes or no" answers may be answered by a simple y, Y, n or N. If the operator answer no to this query, the operator has another chance to change the current operational stresses calculational module.

The code then provides information about the data contained in the current operational stresses calculational module.

The total number of intervals: 1

1) Operational Stresses; # Records = 1; Range 9.00 to 11.00

Options:
   F - Page Forward       B - Page Backward
   C - Curve Fit Interval  E - Exit

Enter the desired option.>c

What is the interval number to be fitted?

I
In this case, the file contains one operational stress matrix. The header for this matrix indicates that they were obtained from 1 set of time series data (by rainflow counting) that was obtained under normal conditions with an average inflow speed of 9 to 11 m/s. These data are shown graphically in Fig. 2.

If the file contained more than 10 data sets, the “F and B” options could be used to examine the headers for all the data sets contained in the file. The “E” option takes the operator back to the previous menu. The “C” and the “1” options indicate that the operator wishes to curve fit interval 1.

When asked to fit a set of data, the code returns information concerning the data and asks for the lower limit of the curve fit. In this case, the alternating stress component of the fatigue cycles (amplitude or range) covers a range of 0.5 to 20.5 MPa, see Fig. 4. As noted above (see the section entitled “Lower Bound” on page 7), when a bi-modal distribution is being fit, the lower bound should be chosen to be near the beginning of the second mode, i.e., at approximately 8 MPa for this distribution.

The range covered is 0.50000 to 20.50000 MPa
Enter lower limit 8

The code then displays the RMS of the distribution, 1.17 MPa in this example. The operator then chooses the level to which the curve fit will be truncated (see the section entitled “Truncation” on page 8). In this case, the fit is truncated by the operator at 15 times the RMS or approximately 17.7 MPa above the chosen lower bound of 8 MPa. Thus, the fit is truncated at a maximum of 23.7 MPa (8 MPa + 17.7 MPa).

The current RMS value is 1.17838
The curve fit will be truncated at 10.00 times the RMS value.

Do you want to change this value (Y or N)? y

Truncate the distribution at what multiple of the RMS value?
(suggested value is 10.0)
15

The code then offers three classes of fits (see the section entitled “Parent Distribution” on page 7 and Refs. 1 and 2). The operator chooses the Weibull distribution here.

1: FIT GENERALIZED GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION
2: FIT GENERALIZED GUMBEL DISTRIBUTION
3: FIT GENERALIZED WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION

Enter type (1-3):
3
The operator then chooses the error tolerance to which the curve will be fit. In this case, a 1% value is chosen.

Enter error tolerance:
(.01 = 1%)
.01

For the case cited above, the curve fitting algorithm was able to fit the data with an error tolerance of 1 percent. If the code had not been able obtain the desired error tolerance, it prints a message to the effect:

"WARNING(OPT): THE OPTIMAL MODEL USED GIVES AN ERROR OF .225816 IN THE NORM OF SKEWNESS AND KURTOSIS."

Press <enter> to continue.

The code performs the curve fit to the selected interval, saves the fit in the operational stresses calculational file, updates the header for the interval that was fit, and returns the operator to the interval description menu. If other intervals are to be fit, the operator may proceed as described above. In this case, we have curve fit the single stress cycle matrix contained in the ops.cal file. With the “E” option, we conclude the curve fitting process for this file.

The total number of intervals: 1

1) Operational Stresses; # Records = 1; Range 9.00 to 11.00; CF

Options:
F - Page Forward  B - Page Backward
C - Curve Fit Interval  E - Exit

Enter the desired option.> e

Note that the header for this set of data has been modified with a “CF” designation to indicate to the operator that it has been curve fit.

The notes at the end of the operational stresses calculational file are then displayed and the operator may change them. In this case we will add one note.
The following notes currently exist for this file:

Operator: HJS
Start 3Jun92: 9 Channels of Info
The current options are

1) Leave the notes as they are
2) Add new notes to the existing notes
3) Delete old notes and add new notes

Enter the number of the desired option.
2

Enter the number of additional notes.
1

Enter note 1; no longer than 72 characters.

Interval 1: Curve Fit using a Weibull Distribution. HJS

The notes are then updated and the operator is returned to the “Limited Time Data Menu.” A series of 9’s will returned the operator to the main menu or to the DOS prompt.

The options at this level are

1) Rainflow Count Time Series
2) Rainflow Count from Frequency Spectra
3) Curve Fit Limited Time Data

9) Return to the Operational Stress Menu

Enter the number of the desired option.>9
APPENDIX B

PLOTTING THE RESULTS

To plot the data generated by this or any other stress state modules, return to the operational, buffeting, or start/stop stress state menu and choose option 5 from the "Operational Stresses Menu:"

>>> Operational Stresses Menu <<<

This option allows the operator to input the operational stresses for a wind turbine.

The current Operational Stress Data Base in operational memory is NPS Data; Ch 3 - Root Edgewise Bending; 3Jun92
The stress units for this file are: MPa
The wind speed units for this file are: m/s

The options at this level are

1) Retrieve data from the Operational Stresses Library
2) Input Tabular Operational Stress Data
3) Calculate New Operational Stress Data
4) Process Limited Time Data
5) Plot an Operational Stress Data File
6) Change Units of Wind Speed and/or Stress
7) Add a Data File to the Operational Stresses Library
8) Delete a Data File from the Operational Stresses Library
9) Return to the Stress State Menu

Enter the number of the desired option.>5

We wish to plot the current calculational stresses data contained in the ops.cal file.
The total number of intervals: 1

1) Operational Stresses; # Records = 1; Range 9.00 to 11.00; CF

Options:
- F - Page Forward
- B - Page Backward
- P - Plot Interval
- E - Exit

Enter the desired option.>

What is the interval number to be plotted?

If the stress plotting parameter have not been set previously, the operator will be asked a set of questions to determine these parameters. If they have been set previously, the parameters are retained by the code and used for the current plot. The code first queries the operator about the type of plot desired.

>>> Stress Plotting Menu<<<

The options at this level are:

1) Change Plot Parameters
2) 2d-Plot of Alternating Stresses
3) 2d-Plot of Mean Stresses
4) 3d-Plot of Mean and Alternating Stresses
9) Return to Operational Stresses Menu

Enter the number of the desired option.>

In this case, the operator choose a 3-D plot of the results. The operator is then queried about the type of scale to use.

Would you like the plot to be semi-logarithmic? (Y/N)

y

.....Plotting

READY TO DISPLAY DRAWING.
Press <return> when ready to continue.
Fig. 20. Screen Display of the Generalized Weibull Fit of the 9 to 11 m/s Interval in the Operational Stresses Calculational File.

The computer completes the calculations required to make the plot and notifies the operator it is ready to complete the plot. When the operator depresses the “enter” button, the plot is produced, see Fig. 20.

The operator is then given the option to print a hard copy of the plot and to create a “cgm” formatted file of the plot.

Would you like a hard copy of the plot? (Y/N)
Y

.....Plotting

Would you like to create a Computer Graphics Metafile (3d_plot.cgm)? (Y/N)
Y

The operator is then returned to the “Stress Plotting Menu” to create additional plots or to use 9 to return to the main menu or to the DOS prompt.
>>> Stress Plotting Menu <<<

The options at this level are:

1) Change Plot Parameters
2) 2d-Plot of Alternating Stresses
3) 2d-Plot of Mean Stresses
4) 3d-Plot of Mean and Alternating Stresses

9) Return to Operational Stresses Menu

Enter the number of the desired option. > 9
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